Cited Journal Listing

Which journals cited a journal? What is its self-cited rate?

The sixth part of the JCR®, the Cited Journal Listing, is an alphabetic list of the social science journals cited in the ISJ® database. Main entries are limited to covered journals. The citing journals are listed as subentries.

The main entry includes the cited journal’s impact factor, abbreviated title, total current citations received (asterisked), the ten year distribution of citations to the journal by year of publication of cited items, and under the heading, ‘Rest’, citations to items published prior to the ten years listed.

The subentries show journals citing the main-entry journal. The citing journals are listed, in descending order, by the frequency of citations given. The impact factor, when available, is provided. The total citation count for each citing journal is shown, and then distributed by year of publication of the cited items. The last sub-entry, ‘All Other’, summarizes data on journals that are not itemized. See the description of the Citing Journal Listing to understand the algorithm used to control the length of sub-entry iii.